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Abstract. Despite hierarchical Distributed Hash Table (DHT) systems have 

addressed flat overlay system problems, most of the existing solutions add a 

significant overhead to large scale systems. In this paper, we propose a 

hierarchical DHT solution based on scalable distributed data structures (SDDS) 

for an efficient data sources discovery in data Grids. Our solution deals with a 

reduced number of gateway peers running a DHT protocol. Each of them serves 

also as a proxy for second level peers in a single Virtual Organization (VO), 

structured as an SDDS. The proposed solution offers good performances 

especially for intra-VO resource discovery queries since they are completely 

transparent to the top level DHT lookups. The analysis results proved 

significant system maintenance save especially when nodes join/ leave the 

system.  

Keywords: Resource discovery, Data Grid, Peer to peer system, Distributed 

hash table, Scalable distributed data structure, Super peer models. 

1   Introduction 

A resource discovery consists to discover resources (e.g., computers, data) that are 

needed to perform distributed applications in large scale environments [21]. It 

constitutes an important step in a query evaluation in such environments. Throughout 

this paper, we focus on the discovery of metadata describing data sources in data Grid 

systems. 

    Several research works have adopted the Peer-to-Peer solutions to deal with 

resource discovery in Grid systems [19] and [26]. P2P routing algorithms have been 

classified as structured or unstructured [27]. Although the good fault tolerance 

properties in P2P unstructured systems (e.g., KaZaa [13]), the flooding –used in each 

search- is not scalable since it generates large volume of unnecessary traffic in the 

network. Structured Peer-to-Peer systems as DHT are self-organizing distributed 

systems designed to support efficient and scalable lookups in spite of the dynamic 

properties in such systems. Classical flat DHT systems organize peers, having the 

same responsibility, into one overlay network with a lookup performance of 

O(log(N)), for a system with N peers. However, the using of a flat DHT do not 

consider neither the autonomy of virtual organizations and their conflicting interests 
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nor the locality principle, a crucial consideration in Grids [10]. Moreover, typical 

structured P2P systems as Chord [25] and Pastry [24] suffer not only from temporary 

unavailability of some of its components but also from churn. It occurs in the case of 

the continuous leaving and entering of nodes into the system. Recent research works 

as [21] proved that hierarchical overlays have the advantages of faster lookup times, 

less messages exchanged between nodes, and scalability. They are valuable for small 

and medium sized Grids, while the super peer model is more effective in very large 

Grids [30]. In this context, several research works [5], [6], [12], [17], [18], [20] and 

[31] proved that hierarchical DHT systems based on the super peer concept can be 

advantageous for complex systems. A hierarchical DHT employ a multi level overlay 

network where peers are grouped according to a common property such as resource 

type or locality for a lookup service used in discovery [5]. In this context, a Grid can 

be viewed as a network composed of several, proprietary Grids, virtual organizations 

(VO) [18] where every VO is dedicated to an application domain (e.g., biology, 

pathology). Within a group, one or more peers are selected as super peers to act as 

gateways to peers in the other groups. Furthermore, most existing hierarchical DHT 

solutions neglect the churn effect and deal only with the improving performance of 

the overlay network routing. They mainly generate significant additional overhead to 

large scale systems. Several proposals for reducing maintenance costs, have also 

appeared in the literature [7], [9], [14], [16], [23] and [32]. Despite a good strategy to 

manage a churn in [14] through a lazy update of the network access points, inter-

organizations lookups were expensive because of the complex addressing system. 

[16] proposed the SG-1 algorithm, based on the information exchange between super 

peers through a gossip protocol [1], to find the optimal number of super peers in order 

to reduce maintenance costs. However, most of these solutions add significant load at 

some peers which generates an additional overhead to large scale systems. 

    In this paper, we propose a scalable distributed data structure (SDDS) based 

Hierarchical DHT solution (SDDS- HDHT) for an efficient resource discovery in data 

Grids. It combines SDDS routing scheme [15] with DHT systems and aims to 

improve both lookup and maintenance costs while minimizing the overhead added to 

the system. Our solution consists of a two level hierarchical overlay network dealing 

with super peers (called also gateways) and second level peers. Gateway peers 

establish a structured DHT based overlay. Only one peer per VO is considered as a 

gateway. Then, each of them serves as a proxy for second level peers in a single VO, 

structured as an SDDS. SDDS were among the first research works dealing with 

structured P2P systems. [29] noted numerous similarities between Chord and the best 

known SDDS scheme: LH* (Linear Hashing) [15]. Both implement key search and 

have no centralized components. Resource discovery queries, in our system, are 

classified into intra-VO and inter-VO queries. The intra-VO discovery consists to 

apply the principle of locality by favoring the metadata discovery in a local VO 

through the efficient LH* routing system. Key based queries in LH*, in its LH*RS
P2P

 

versus, need at most two hops to find the target when the key search in a DHT needs 

O(log N) hops, N is the number of peers in the system [29]. In fact, super peers are 

not concerned by intra-VO queries unlike previous solutions as [31] which put super 

peers more under stress. Regarding Inter-VO queries, they are first routed to the 

reduced DHT overlay which permits to locate the gateway peer affected to the VO 

containing the resource to discover. Then, another LH*RS
P2P

 lookup is done in order to 
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discover metadata of this resource. The proposed solution takes also into account the 

continuous leaving and joining of nodes into the system (dynamicity properties of 

Grid environments). Only the arrival of a new VO requires the DHT maintenance. 

The connection/ disconnection of gateways do not require excessive messages 

exchanged between peers in order to maintain the system. This is done through a lazy 

system update which avoids high maintenance costs [14].  

    A simulation analysis evaluates performances of the proposed solution through 

comparison with previous solution performances. It shows the reduction of lookups 

costs especially for intra-VO queries. It also provides a significantly maintenance 

costs reduction, especially when peers frequently join/leave the system. The rest of 

the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls hierarchical DHT and SDDS 

principles. Section 3 presents our resource discovery solution through the proposed 

protocol. It also describes the maintenance process. The simulation analysis study 

section shows the benefit of our proposition. Section 5 details related work. The final 

section contains concluding remarks and future works. 

2. Preliminaries  

2.1 Scalable Distributed Data Structure 

Scalable Distributed Data Structures (SDDS), designed for P2P applications, are a 

class of data structures for distributed systems that allow data access by key in 

constant time [29]. Many variant of SDDS were proposed. In this paper, we deal with 

LH*RS
P2P

 scheme which improves later LH* variants (LH*RS, LH*g…). We assume 

that the reader is familiar with a linear hashing algorithm LH* as presented in [15]. 

Each node stores records in a bucket which splits when the file grows. Every LH* 

peer node is both client and, potentially, data or parity server which interacts with 

application using the key based record search, insert, update or delete query or a scan 

query performing non key operations.  

    Each record in LH * is identified by its key whivh determines the record location 

according to the linear hashing Algorithm described in [29]. The file starts with one 

data bucket and one parity bucket. It scales up through data bucket splits, as the data 

buckets get overloaded. It can be occurred when a peer splits its data bucket. In old 

SDDS scheme, one peer acted as a coordinator peer. It was viewed as the single node 

knowing the correct state of the file or relation. However, [29] ameliorates this 

scheme. Split coordinator does not constitute a centralized node for the SDDS 

scheme. It intervenes only to find a new data server when a split occurs and never in 

the query evaluation process. Any other peer uses its local view ‘image’, which may 

be not adjusted, to find the location of a record given in the key based query. The peer 

server applies another algorithm LH*RS
P2P

 described in [29]. It first verifies whether 

its own address is the correct one. If needed, the server forwards this query. The query 

always reaches the correct bucket in this step. Then,  it sends an Image Adjustment 

Message (IAM) informing the initial sender that the address was incorrect and the 

sender adjusts its image reusing the LH* image adjustment algorithm described in 

[29]. Hence, the most important property here is that the maximal number of 
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forwarding messages for key-based addressing is one. Another advantage of using 

SDDS is the possibility to support range queries very well and the less vulnerability in 

the presence of high churn [29]. 

2.2 Principles of Hierarchical Distributed Hash Tables  

Structured systems such as DHT offer deterministic query search results within 

logarithmic bounds as sending message complexity. In systems based on DHT as 

Chord [25], Pastry [24] and Tapestry [33], the DHT protocol provides an interface to 

retrieve a key-value pair. Each resource is identified by its key using cryptographic 

hash functions such SHA-1. Each peer is responsible to manage a small number of 

peers and maintains its location information. In this paper, we have focused on a 

Pastry DHT system [24]. But, our method can be applied to other DHT systems. 

Pastry DHT system offers deterministic query search results within logarithmic 

bounds. It requires LogB (N) hops, where N is the total number of peers in the system 

and B typically equal to 4 (which results in hexadecimal digits). Pastry system also 

notifies applications of new peers arrivals, peer failures and recoveries. Unlike Chord 

peers, Pastry peer permits to easily locate both the right ad left neighbors in the DHT. 

These reasons motivate us to choose the Pastry routing system. Hierarchical DHT 

systems partition its peers into a multi level overlay network. Because a peer joins a 

smaller overlay network than in flat overlay, it maintains and corrects a smaller 

number of routing states than in flat structure. In such systems, one or more peers are 

often designated as super peers. They act as gateways to other peers organized in 

groups in second level overlay networks. Throughout this section, we interest to two 

previous hierarchical DHT solutions which we consider comparable to our solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. SP-HDHT (left) and MG-HDHT (right) solutions. 

    In Fig. 1-left, super peers establish a structured DHT overlay network when 

second level peers (called leaf nodes) maintain only connection to their super peers. 

This corresponds to the Super Peer HDHT (SP-HDHT) solution [31]. However, [17] 

proved that this strategy can maintain super peers more under stress by maintaining 

pointers between super peers and their leaf nodes. Furthermore, a super peer stores 

information’s of all leaf nodes which it is responsible and acts as a centralized 

resource for them. Then, performances depend on the ratio between super peer’s 

number and the total number of peers in the system. Multi-Gateway Hierarchical 

DHT (MG-HDHT) solution [18] is another example of 2-levels hierarchy system 

having multiple gateways by VO (Fig. 1- right). The system forms a tree of rings 

(DHTs in this example). Typically, the tree consists of two layers, namely a global 
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ring as the root and organizational rings at the lower level. A group identifier (gid) 

and a unique peer identifier (pid) are assigned to each peer. Groups are organized in 

the top level as DHT overlay network. Within each group, nodes are organized as a 

second level overlay. This solution provides administrative control and autonomy of 

the participating organizations. Unlike efficient intra-organization lookups, inter-

organization lookups are expensive since the high maintenance cost of the several 

gateway peers. Hence, there is a trade-off between minimizing total network costs and 

minimizing the added overhead to the system. 

3. Resource Discovery through SDDS based Hierarchical DHT 

Systems 

A resource discovery is a real challenge in unstable and large scale environments. It 

constitutes an important step in the evaluation of a query in Grid environment [22]. 

The fact that users have no knowledge of the resources contributed by other 

participants in the grid poses a significant obstacle to their use. Hence, a centralized 

scheme forms naturally a bottleneck for the system [20]. The duplicated approach 

forces the update in every peer which will result in flooding the network. The 

distributed approach is more appropriate in such systems [19]. In this context, 

distributed Peer to Peer techniques are used to discover resources in data Grids. 

Furthermore, Grid environment is likely to scale to millions of resources shared by 

hundreds of thousand of participants. In consequence, the fact that peers frequently 

leave/join the system generates high maintenance costs especially on the presence of a 

churn effect. We have first study a flat DHT resource discovery solution. When one 

searches a peer responsible for some resource, the typical number of hops in DHT is 

O (logB(NT)) when NT is the total number of nodes in the system. However, value of 

NT can be a greater number and the maintenance of the DHT will be more complex. 

More, this solution does not take into account the autonomy of organizations. One 

solution to this problem is to deal with a super peer model. However, a super peer acts 

as a centralized resource for a number of peers which depend on the availability of the 

super peer. Also, a single point of failure of this peer constitutes a serious problem. 

We have study some previous hierarchical DHT solutions. Existing solution as [31] 

improves significantly the routing performance. But, complex algorithms are  suitable 

to manage connection between nodes and  performances depend on the ratio between 

super peers and total number of peers.  

3.1 Architecture 

 

Instead to adopt one of these solutions, we propose an SDDS based hierarchical DHT 

solution for resource discovery in data Grids. It aims to reduce both lookup and 

maintenance costs while minimizing overhead added to the system. Resource 

Discovery through our solution deals with two different classes of peers: gateways 

(called also super peers) and second-level peers. A Grid can be viewed as a network 
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composed of several, proprietary Grids, virtual organizations (VO) [11] as shown in 

Fig. 2. Every VO is dedicated to an application domain (e.g., biology, pathology) 

[14]. It permits to take into account the locality principle of each VO [10]. Within a 

VO, one peer is selected as a super peer. It acts as a gateway (or a proxy) for other 

peers, called second level peers, in the other VOs. Gateways communicate with each 

other through a DHT overlay network. Each of them knows, through the LH*RS
P2P

 

routing system, how to interact with all second level peers belonging to the same VO. 

In this context, [5] proved that a DHT lookup algorithm required only minor 

adaptations to deal with groups instead of individual peers. In order to make a 

resource in VOi visible through the top level DHT, hash join H is applied to this 

resource, when it joins the system, to generate a group identifier gid. Then, an other 

hash function h is applied to this resource in order to generate a peer identifier pid. 

This permits to associate each resource to its VO [17]. We may assume that gateway 

peers are relatively more stable than second level peers. In contrast, gateways 

establish a structured DHT based overlay when each VO -regrouping second level 

peers- is structured as an SDDS. We consider here the peers as homogenous. Recall 

also that we have not interesting on the assignment of a joining second level peer to 

an appropriate gateway, i.e., loads balancing. We defer these issues to future work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. SDDS based hierarchical DHT architecture. 

3.2 Resource Discovery Protocol 

In this section, we describe the resource discovery protocol used in the proposed 

SDDS-HDHT solution. Suppose that a second level peer pi Є VOi wants to discover a 

resource Res through a resource discovery query Q. Let the peer pJ the peer 

responsible for Res. Let Gpi the gateway peer responsible for VOi, Gpi_list the list of 

its neighbors in the top level DHT (e.g., the left and right neighbor) and Response the 

metadata of Res. Thus, a lookup request for Res implies locating the peer responsible 

for Res. Hence, we distinguish two scenarios classifying resource discovery queries:  

(i)  Peers pi and pj belong to the same VO. Then, the query Q corresponds to an 

intra-VO resource discovery query. 

(ii)  Peers pi and pj are in different VOs. Then, the query Q corresponds to an 

inter-VO resource discovery query. 
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    Intra-VO resource discovery queries are evaluated through a classical LH*RS
P2P

 

routing system which is completely transparent to the top level DHT. Generally, users 

often access data in their application domain, i.e. in their VO. In consequence, it is 

important to search metadata source first in the local VOi before searching in other 

VOs. This solution favors principle of locality [10]. Recall that finding a peer 

responsible of metadata of the searched resource requires only two messages. Finally, 

the peer pJ sends metadata describing Res (if founded) to pi, the peer initiator of Q. 

    When the researched resource Res is not available in the local VOi, resource 

discovery is required in other VOs. This corresponds to an inter-VO resource 

discovery process. Before introducing the resource discovery process, let’s recall that 

we have defined a certain period of time (e.g. Round- Trip Time RTT) as in [21]. The 

manner in which the RTT values are chosen during lookups can greatly affects 

performances under churn. [23] has demonstrates that a RTT is a significant 

component of lookup latency under churn. In fact, requests in peer to peer systems 

under a churn are frequently sent to a peer that has left the system. At the same time, 

A DHT rooting has several alternate paths to complete a lookup. This is not the case 

when a failure concerns the gateway peer. In our solution, a RTT is mainly useful to 

maximize time to discover resources when a failure occurred in a gateway peer. In 

this case, pi do not expect indefinitely. When RTT is exceeded, it considers that Gpi is 

failed and consults the gateway neighbours list Gpi_list received in the connection 

step. Then, pi sends its query to one of the peers founded in Gpi_list. Let’s recall that 

in the connection step of any gateway peer Gpi, this latter sent its list neighbors 

Gpi_list to p0 in its VO. Then, p0 forwards Gpi_list to all other second level peers. It i 

the nearest second level peer s done just on the connection step.   

    Let now examine an inter-VO lookup cost in SDDS-HDHT solution. When Res is 

not found in VOi, the query is propagated to the gateway Gpi. The localisation of the 

gateway responsible for the VOJ containing Res requires LcG=O(logB(NG)) hops. 

After that, another lookup through the LH*RS
P2P

 routing system is required to search 

metadata of Res in VOJ. It requires two additional hops at most. Then, the total lookup 

cost for an inter-VO resource discovery query is Lc=O(logB(NG))+4 messages. In 

summary, the resource discovery process is defined in four steps:  

(i) The peer pi routed the query to the gateway Gpi. If a Gpi failure is detected 

(RTT is elapsed), it requests one neighbor of Gpi, already received.  

(ii) Once the query reaches a gateway peer Gpi, a hash function H is applied to 

Res in order to discover the gateway responsible for the VO that containing 

Res. The query arrives at some GpJ. This is valid whenever a resource, 

matching the criteria specified in the query, is found in some VOJ.  

(iii)  Using the LH*RS
P2P

 routing system in the founded VOJ, GpJ routes the query 

to the peer pJ Є VOJ that is responsible for Res.  

     (iv)     Metadata of Res are sent to Gpj which forward it to pi via the reversing path. 

3.3 System Maintenance 

The continuous leaving and entering of nodes into the system is very common in Grid 

systems (dynamicity proprieties). In consequence, updating the system is required. 

Peer departures can be divided into friendly leaves and peer failures. Friendly leaves 
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enable a peer to notify its overlay neighbors to restructure the topology accordingly. 

Peer failures possibility seriously damages the structure of the overlay with data loss 

consequences. Remedying this failure generates additional maintenance cost. In 

structured peer-to-peer systems, such as Pastry [24] used in our system, the 

connection / disconnection of one peer generates 2B*LogB(NT) messages [24]. 

Furthermore, the maintenance can concern the connection/ disconnection of one or 

more peers. Throughout this section, we explore the different factors that affect the 

behavior of hierarchical DHT under churn (super peer failure addressing, timeouts 

during lookups and proximity neighbor selection) [23]. Then, we discuss the 

connection/ disconnection of both gateways and second level peers. 

Second Level Peer Connection/ Disconnection. The connection/ disconnection of a 

second level peer pi do not affect lookups in other peers except the possible split of a 

bucket if this latter gets overloaded. Let’s discuss the only one required maintenance. 

When pi joins some VOi, it asks its neighbor about Gpi_list. In consequence, only two 

messages are required. This process avoid that several new arrival peers asked 

simultaneously the same gateway which can constitute a bottleneck as in SP-HDHT 

solution. In other terms, when a new second level peer arrives, it searches its gateway 

(only one) and neighbors of this one. This process permits also to reduce messages 

comparing to the complex process in the MG- HDHT solution in which the new 

second level peer should retrieve all gateways. 

Gateway Peer Connection/ Disconnection. For this aim, we propose a protocol in 

order to reduce the overhead added to the system. When a gateway peer connection/ 

disconnection occur, we distinguish two types of maintenance: (i) maintenance of the 

DHT and (ii) maintenance of the neighbour’s lists. We will not discuss the first 

maintenance since it corresponds to a classical DHT maintenance [25].  In the other 

hand, without any maintenance protocol, a disconnection or a failure of a gateway 

peer paralyzes access to all second level peers which is responsible for them. 

Addressing this failure generates additional maintenance cost. Before describing the 

maintenance process, let’s analyze the connection of a gateway peer Gpi to VOi. 

(i) Gateway peer Gpi sent its list neighbors Gpi_list (the left and right 

neighbor) to the nearest second level peer p0 in VOi. 

(ii) Peer p0 contacts peers in Gpi_list to inform them about its existence (in 

order to have an entry to VOi in the case of Gpi failure).  

(iii) Peer p0 sent this list to all second level peers in VOi via a multicast 

message. Recall that other second level peers do not report their existence 

to neighbors of Gpi. 

    Recall also that this process is done just once at the initial connection of Gpi and 

only p0 periodically executes a Ping/Pong algorithm with iGpi. It sends a Ping 

message to Gpi and this one answers with a Pong message in order to detect any 

failure in Gpi. Let us discuss the case of a gateway failure/ update. When Gpi is 

replaced by another, the process of maintenance (after the DHT maintenance) is: 

(i) The new gateway GpNew contacts the nearest (only one) second level peer 

p0 and gives him its neighbor’s list GpNew_list. 

(ii) Peer p0 inform peers in GpNew_list about its existence. But, it does not 

inform other second level peers about GpNew_list (lazy update). 

    Remark that the peer p0 do not sent description of the new gateway peer GpNew and 

its updated GpNew_list to other second-level nodes at this moment. A lazy update is 
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adopted. When Gpi does not respond after a RTT period, a second level peer consults 

its old Gpi_list to reach other VOs. Thus, it rejoins the overlay network in spite of a 

gateway failure. The update of this list is done during the reception of the resource 

discovery result as in [14]. Also, a failure of p0 does not paralyze the system since the 

new gateway peer always contacts its nearest second level peer. The entry to the VO 

can also be done through peer p0 since this one reported its existence in the 

connection step. This process allow a robust resource discovery process although the 

presence of dynamicity of peers. This is not the case in MG-HDHT solution when 

failures of all gateways in some VO paralyze the input/ output to/ from this VO. 

Recall also that one of the limitations that our solution suffers from: the failure of 

both a gateway peer and its neighbors in Gpi_list.  A solution consists on enrich the 

neighbors list of the any gateway node. 

4. Performance Analysis 

Experimental results based on a simulation of the suggested resource discovery 

solution are presented in this section. We based on a virtual network as 10000 nodes 

to prove the efficiency of our solution in large grid networks. We deal with a 

simulated environment since it is difficult to experiment thousands of nodes organized 

as virtual organization in a real existing platform as Grid’5000 [8]. We based our 

experiments on a platform having four features: (i) emulation of nodes, ii) emulation 

of network, (iii) using FreePastry [4], one implementation of the Pastry DHT and (iiii) 

LH*RS
P2P

 SDDS prototype implemented by Litwin’s team in Dauphine University [2]. 

Variables used bellows are defined as follows: NT is the number of nodes in the 

system, NG the number of super peers, NSL the number of second level nodes and α 

the super peer ratio. It is the ratio between gateways and the total number (NG= α. 

NT). Key of the discovered resource corresponds to a relation name in our 

experiments. For the detection of failed peers, we set a TTL to 1 sec. We simulate 

performances of (a) a flat DHT solution in order to measure the benefits  hierarchical 

systems and previous hierarchical DHT solution b) SP-HDHT solution [31] in which 

gateways establish a DHT overlay network when each leaf peers maintains a 

connection to its gateway, (c) MG-HDHT solution in which several gateways are 

maintained between hierarchical levels. Then, we compare theirs performances. 

    Throughout this section, we deal with three classes of experiments: (i) Lookup 

performances experiments in which we interest to elapsed times which includes the 

query processing and communication costs. (ii) maintenance overhead experiments in 

which we simulate a join/leave peers scenario and interest to the required update 

messages and (iii) experiments to find the optimal ratio between gateway and second 

level peers in order to evaluate the impact of the gateway ratio in performances. For 

this aim, we have varied NG but the total number of peers always stay constant. 

4.1 Lookup Performances Analysis  

First experiments simulate a flat DHT solution in which all peers run a DHT protocol. 

Thus, specify the equivalence between such systems and SDDS-DHT systems when 
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NT/NG=1. When we nalyze the hops number required to discover one resource in both 

solutions, our results are always better when it concerns an intra-VO resource 

discovery query. In fact, LH*RS
P2P

 lookup requires a maximum of two (2) messages 

when this number is always logB(NT) in flat DHT solutions. For inter-Vo queries, we 

have showed in last sections that the theoretically worse case corresponds to 

O(logB(NG))+4 hops with SDDS-HDHT scheme. By a simple calculation, we deduce 

that flat DHT performances are better when our DHT overlay is composed by more 

than 1000 gateways. In other terms, from 10 leaf peers/VO (α<1%), our results are 

better. This is due to the fact that adding new second level peers do not influences 

LH*RS
P2P

 lookup performances. However, these results correspond to theoretical 

numbers of hops for only one resource discovery query. In the case of simultaneous 

resource discovery messages, the results should take into account that all messages 

are forward to the same gateway (in one VO). This generates some congestion in this 

peer. To confirm this, we have experiment systems with (i) 2000 gateways (5 leaf 

peers/ VO, α=20%) and (ii) 500 gateways (20 leaf peers/VO, α=5%). We also interest 

to the number of simultaneous resource discovery queries. It is useful since it shows if 

the SDDS-HDHT solution is also scalable in the presence of high number of 

messages. Fig. 3-left shows elapsed response times for resource discovery queries 

(intra and inter-VO queries). It confirms that our performances are always better when 

queries constitute intra-VO resource discovery queries. Elapsed response times are 

50% better than flat DHT solution. This is due to the reason mentioned above. Let 

analyze performances of inter-VO queries. When we experiment with α=20%, 

performances are almost similar for a reduced simultaneous discovery queries. But, 

elapsed responses time increase from 20 queries/sec. It is due to the fact that all 

queries transit by the same gateway in each VO. However, a great leaf peers number 

(α=5%) improves significantly our performances which are better. The save is close 

10% compared to the flat DHT solution in spite of the simultaneous messages. It 

provides from the gain in the DHT lookup. In fact, the probability to find the searched 

resource in a local VO is greater. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. SDDS-HDHT performances vs. Flat DHT (left) and SP-HDHT (right) performances 

    We have also compared our results to both SP-HDHT and MG-HDHT results. [31] 

proved that best performances are obtained with small number of gateways. We 

simulate a network with 100 VOs (with 100 level peers/ VO). Fig. 3-right shows that 

the SP-HDHT solution is slightly better for intra-VO queries when less simultaneous 

messages are used. From 70 messages/ second, our solution is 10% better than SP-

HDHT solution. We explain this by the fact that intra-VO lookups are done without 
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any gateway peer intervention when a bottleneck is generated in each gateway in the 

compared SP-HDHT solution. This is the reasons why the simultaneous messages 

influenced significantly the SP-HDHT results. We remark that the average response 

time is almost constant when we have several simultaneous messages in both SDDS-

HDHT and MG-HDHT solution. We conclude that the save can be better if we 

experiment with great number of simultaneous discovery queries. Note that these 

experiments do not include the more costly connection step. 

    For inter-V0 queries, simultaneous resource discovery queries influences 

performances of both solutions. Bottleneck is generated since all queries transit by the 

same gateway peer which increases response times in SP-HDHT and SDDS-HDHT 

solutions. Then, SP-HDHT results are slightly better when we have less than 70 

messages per second. From this value, results are almost close for the two solutions 

with slight advantage to SDDS-HDHT solution since intra-VO queries always 

precede inter-VO queries. We conclude that in inter-VO queries, we have dependence 

between performances and simultaneous queries for these two solutions. The same 

impact is observed with a reduced gateway ratio α. In the other hand, performances of 

MG-HDHT solution are better (rate of 5%) especially for high simultaneous messages 

since queries are propagated through the several gateways in the same VO.  

4.2 Maintenance Analysis 

We measure the impact of the join/ leave peers in the system. We interest to the total 

messages number required when a peer joins/leaves the network. We tabulate churn in 

an event-based simulator which processes transitions in state (down, available, and in 

use) for each peer as in [7]. We simulate a churn phase in which several peers join 

and leave the system but the total number of peers NT stays appreciatively constant. 

The maintenance costs are measured by the number of messages generated to 

maintain the system when peers join/leave the system.  

    Lets a system with a peers distribution as {NG=100 and 100 peers/ VO}. This 

configuration corresponds to average results in inter-VO discovery queries 

performances. In these experiments, when a number of new connections/ 

disconnections exceed 20 peers, 10% of them concern gateway peers. Fig. 4-left 

shows the impact of peers connection/ disconnection in the total messages number in 

the system. Flat DHT solution generates the greater number of messages in the 

connection /disconnection of peers. Compared to our solution, the messages number 

ratio is 1.1 (resp 4.5) for the connection of one leaf peer (resp 100 peers). It is clear 

that maintaining a flat DHT generates greatest costs especially when several peers 

join/leave the system. When a gateway join/leave the system in our solution,  it 

generates 2BLogB(NG) messages. It corresponds to only two messagse for a 

connection of a second level peer and three messages for a connection of a new 

gateway without any update in the gateway’s DHT. We compare these results to the 

SP-HDHT performances. The numbers of update messages are closes when we have 

only second level peers connections/disconnections. It corresponds to the case when 

less than 10 peers join the system. In fact, all new peers must contact their super peer 

in SP-HDHT solution. Increasing the number of connection/ disconection of second 

level peers can generates a bottleneck. Our solution offers a significant maintenance 
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cost gain when the update occurs in gateways. As the number of gateways connection 

increase as the gain is important since the required update messages is less with our 

solution. The save is 59% for the connection of 90 leaf peers and 10 gateways. 

Certainly, update DHT messages concern both solutions. But, in the SP-HDHT 

solution experiments, the new gateway establishes connections with all its leaf nodes. 

It is also the case in the MG-HDHT solution. The fact that new second level peers in 

MG-HDHT must contact several gateways generates additional messages.  It is not 

the case in our solution. A new second level peer contacts only its neighbour and the 

connection of a new gateway generates only two additional messages. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    We also experiment the impact of the percentage of the gateways arrival/ departure 

in the total response time as shown in Fig. 5. It corresponds to resource discovery 

process under a high churn. When only 5% of gateways are replaced by other 

gateways, MG-HDHT solution has slightly better results than SDDS-HDHT 

performances. However, when this percentage increases, SDDS-HDHT performances 

remain stable since second level peers used the gateway neighbor’s list to reach other 

gateways in the DHT when they used, in MG-HDHT solution, the other not failed 

gateways in the same VO pending the update of the new gateways. From 25% 

gateways connection/ disconnection in the system, MG-HDHT curve increase 

significantly. Recall that we have deliberately ensured that not all gateways in the 

same VO are failed in MG-HDHT solution. Otherwise, a second level peer in some 

VOi will be not able to contact any gateway of other VOj (i≠j) until. It is not the case 

in our solution in which second level peers can use the Gpi_list. But, recognize that if 

all peers in the Gpi_list failed, consequences are also the same as above.  

4.3 Impact of the Gateway Ratio in Performances 

Through these experiments, our goal is to determine optimal configurations on the 

three compared solutions. In first experiments, without any peer arrival/departure to 

the system, a centralized overlay network with only one super peer in SP-HDHT 

solution generates the lowest traffic costs. The reason is that only lookup and Ping/ 

Pong messages are exchanged between the super peer and its second level nodes. 

Also, same performances are obtained with the configuration (α=100%) in the three 

experimented solution since all peers participate in a flat DHT overlay. If the number 
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of gateways increases (NG>1), we notice increased lookup costs for the three 

compared solution. This cost is most important in SDDS-HDHT and SP- HDHT 

solution, mostly caused by the bottleneck in the only one gateway. Indeed, it is due to 

the fact that all queries transit by the same gateway when the several gateways are 

less in stress on the MG-HDHT solution. This cost decrease from α=20% in the SP-

HDHT and SDDS-HDHT solutions. It is from α=10% in the MG-HDHT solution. We 

conclude that MG-HDHT solution constitutes the better solution when we have not or 

very little departures/ arrivals of peers in the system. Good performances obtained 

from α=10% with our solution. We also deal with experiments taking into account the 

arrival/ departure of peers to the system. We deal with the connection/ disconnection 

of 10% of the gateways in the system and 10% of second level nodes in each VO. 

From α=1%, the maintenance cost of the MG-HDHT solution is always the most 

important since each gateway inform all its second level nodes in each arrival/ 

departure. It is also the case with the SP- HDHT solution with better results. This is 

not the case in SDDS- HDHT which has the best results with between 1 and 50%. It 

is due to the fact that second level nodes used a lazy update to update their neighbor’s 

gateway list. For each value of α between 1 and 50%, the SDDS-HDHT solution 

generates the lowest total cost. It is valuable for the case when the major maintenance 

cost is generated by the departure/ arrival of second level nodes but also for the case 

when the departure/ arrival of gateways constitutes the major maintenance cost. We 

conclude that the best results are of SDDS-HDHT solution are obtained with 

α ∈ [1%, 20%] which is close to real grid systems with several VOs. 

5. Related Work 

Many research works [5], [6], [12], [17], [18] and [31] presented advantages of 

hierarchical DHT systems based on the super peer concept. However, most of them 

add a significant overhead to the system. [5] proposed a two-tier hierarchy using 

chord for the top level to reduce the lookup costs, but only with the goal of improving 

performance of the overlay network routing. [28] demonstrated the high maintenance 

state needed (memory, CPU and bandwidth) when all peers in the overlay are 

attached to different levels of the hierarchy. [18] explored the using of multiple Chord 

systems in order to reduce latency of lookups. Nevertheless, it neglects the churn 

effects. [31] gives a cost-based analysis of hierarchical P2P overlay network with 

super peers forming DHT and leaf nodes attached to them. However, super peers are 

put more under stress for both intra and inter-VO resource discovery queries 

especially if the leaf nodes number increase. Moreover, performances depend on the 

ratio between super peer’s number and the total number of peers in the system. [12] 

presented a two-layer structure ‘Chord2’ to reduce maintenance costs in Chord. The 

lower layer is the regular Chord ring when the upper layer is a ring for maintenance 

constructed from super peers. On the other hand, several algorithms [7], [9], [16], [23] 

and [32] were proposed to resolve these problems. We cite the Bamboo protocol [23] 

designed to handle networks with high churn efficiently and the self organizing 

distributed algorithm [32] in which all decisions taken by the peers are based on their 

partial view in the sense that the algorithm became fully decentralized and 
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probabilistic. Hence, there is trade-off between minimizing total network costs and 

minimizing the added overhead to the system. For these reasons, we have proposed to 

combine DHT and SDDS structures in order to minimize these costs without 

excessive overheads. 

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

We have proposed a hierarchical DHT solution for data sources discovery in data 

Grid systems. It deals with both the reduction of lookup costs and the managing of 

churn while minimizing additional overhead to the system. It also takes into account 

the content/path locality of organizations in Grids. Our solution combines DHT 

systems to scalable distributed data structures SDDS in its LH*RS
P2P

 variant. Only 

fewer nodes are mapped on a DHT. Each of them acts as a super peer for leaf-nodes 

and can serves a Virtual Organization (VO), structured as an SDDS, in a Grid. The 

first contribution is the improvement of lookup query complexity to discover 

metadata of any data source especially for intra-VO queries since these queries are 

transparent to the top level DHT lookup. Also, only the arrival of a new VO requires 

the DHT maintenance. Our solution addresses also other super peer problems as a 

single point of failure by using a minimum of messages. In fact, leaf nodes update 

theirs super peer neighbours during resource discovery queries. The performance 

analysis shows the benefit of our proposition through comparisons of our 

performances to those of previous solutions. It shows the improvement of lookup 

query performances especially when we have an important number of simultaneously 

resource discovery messages. It also shows a significantly maintenance saves 

especially in presence of dynamicity of nodes. 

    Our method can be useful in large scale grid environment since our solution 

generates less traffic network. Further work includes more performance studies in 

more realistic large grid environments with a high number of nodes. Also, we would 

like include more realistic models of churn as to scale traces of sessions times [3] 

collected from deployed networks to produce a range of churn rates with a more 

realistic distribution. Also, we would like to study the effects of alternate routing table 

neighbours as in [33].  
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